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Q1) What is an oligarchy?

Q2) How many feet are there in a fathom?

Q3) For which 1997 film did Jack Nicholson win Best Actor?

Q4) Which American state was purchased from Russia for the sum of $7.2 million in 1867?

Q5) Who is generally considered by historians to be the first British Prime Minister?

Q6) How many pairs of ribs are there in the human body?

Q7) What is the highest mountain in New Zealand?

Q8) How many degrees are there in a semi-circle?

Q9) How many millimetres are there in 1.3 metres?

Q10) Which country is famous for its fjords?

Q11) In the 1999 version of The Thomas Crown Affair, who played Thomas Crown?

Q12) How many squares are there on a standard Snakes & Ladders board?

Q13) Who succeeded David Cameron as prime minister of the UK in 2016?

Q14) On which side of the road do the Japanese drive?

Q15) In which part of the body is the brachial artery found?

A) an architectural term    B) a grove of olive trees    C) a type of scientific experiment   
D) a small group of people having control of a country

A) Right    B) Left

A) Upper Arm    B) Neck    C) Wrist    D) Lower leg
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Q1) What is an oligarchy?

Q2) How many feet are there in a fathom?

Q3) For which 1997 film did Jack Nicholson win Best Actor?

Q4) Which American state was purchased from Russia for the sum of $7.2 million in 1867?

Q5) Who is generally considered by historians to be the first British Prime Minister?

Q6) How many pairs of ribs are there in the human body?

Q7) What is the highest mountain in New Zealand?

Q8) How many degrees are there in a semi-circle?

Q9) How many millimetres are there in 1.3 metres?

Q10) Which country is famous for its fjords?

Q11) In the 1999 version of The Thomas Crown Affair, who played Thomas Crown?

Q12) How many squares are there on a standard Snakes & Ladders board?

Q13) Who succeeded David Cameron as prime minister of the UK in 2016?

Q14) On which side of the road do the Japanese drive?

Q15) In which part of the body is the brachial artery found?

A) an architectural term    B) a grove of olive trees    C) a type of scientific experiment   
D) a small group of people having control of a country
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A) Right    B) Left

A) Upper Arm    B) Neck    C) Wrist    D) Lower leg
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